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STORYBOARD OF USE

TECHNOLOGY REQUIRED
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Microsoft’s Xbox One Kinect technology proves viability but future developments required to reduce cost and improve functionality.
Existing functions are as follows:
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AIR (Active Infra Red) allows 
it to ‘see in the dark’3.

Detects, tracks4 and 
distinguishes each user5.

Tracks eye movements, 
detect facial expressions4.

Kinect footage used for 
gait analysis identification7.

Kinect triggers lights when 
user in field of view. 
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max. spacing 
of 4.3m

2 cameras per unit, set in 
Near Range Mode1
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1Streetscape Guidance, TfL, 2009 2Plastipedia.co.uk, 2014 3Daily Mail, 2013 4Microsoft, 2014 5Xbox.com, 2014 6AMC 
Bridge, MoveIT App, 2014 7ForensicMag.com, 2014

Simple design fits in with existing street furniture 
and is easy to manufacture on a budget.

Following the incident the perpetrator can be tracked and then convicted thanks to the footage recorded of the incident using the Kinect technology and Alice’s testimony at the time.

‘Safe routes’ determined by assessing areas with highest crimes and most 
common routes used late at night using crime reports from www.police.uk.

Local police are notified and 
watch footage to determine 
if a false negative. 

As Alice is really in danger 
the police trigger an alarm in 
the unit and footage is 
recorded. 

Alice’s attacker flees when he 
hears the alarm. She is no 
longer in immediate danger.

Local policeman arrives. Alice 
receives support/help getting 
home and reports the incident,  
describing her attacker.

Alice selects a new bus route 
home to make use of the 
‘safe routes’.

After the bus she still has to 
walk home in the dark. She 
notices the coloured light.

Alice is attacked and caught 
in a struggle.

Microsoft Kinect technology 
and associated software 
detects the struggle. 

Alice walks the safe route 
alone and the units light up 
as she nears them. 

 

She notices someone on the 
other side of the road by the 
coloured light.

 

Alongside training, ‘light tracking unit’s’ will be placed at intervals along the pavement on dedicated safe routes. 
These units will provide calming light triggered by the users presence and provide advanced CCTV functions.
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polycarbonate/ABS [PC/ABS] blend
‘vandal proof’2

transparent PC/ABS 

high pressure sodium coloured lights

PC/ABS

pavement
powered using mains underground cables

PC/ABS parts injection moulded
using existing tooling where possible to 
reduce cost burden on council

 

secured using snap fits

extruded steel threaded pin
secured in concrete hole underground

Kinect technology cameras x2
located behind transparent PC/ABS 
panels for protection from vandalism. 

Kinect detects if covered and 
triggers alarm


